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Leadership Board Meeting 
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 

 
 

“Love God.  Love Others.  Share Christ with the World” 

 
  
ATTENDEES 
Board Members: Dorothy Freneaux (Chair), John Lohr (Vice-Chair), Pastor Garry 
Livermon, Rick Machamer, Karen Bossieux, Eric Shuey, Jim Wright, Michael Diggs, and 
Tammy Rojek. Missing Scott Dormire. Trustee: Richard Collins. MLT: Donna Grannan. 
Congregation members: Debbie and Gibby Sorrell, Jennie Brogden, Claude and Oline 
Gilmer   
 
Note: Due to the Covid-19 pandemic the meeting was held via Zoom.   
 
1. Open Prayer 

Pastor Garry opened with a devotional and prayer. 
 

2. Approval of the October 20, 2020 minutes   
Motion by Michael   
Seconded by Richard 
Passed Unanimous 
 

3. Pastor’s Report 
Pastor Garry shared: 
-Began with a correction from last month’s meeting, he had stated that the future 
denomination changes should come from the LB, but he believes it should initially 
begin with him.  
-In January, he will begin a 6-week churchwide study.  He will work with Eric in 
getting the word out to the small groups.  
-The Paiges are returning to the states and need a vehicle for transportation.  
-The last three weeks, finances have been down and is a concern. The Finance 
Committee will be asked to create a video to share the need with the congregation.  
-The Pastor’s Discretionary Fund has made a positive difference in people’s lives. 
Folks are really struggling. Only the pastor, LB chair or Rick can approve 
distributions, this helps to ensure the needs are confidential.   
 

4. Treasurer’s Report  

Rick shared: 

-The monthly reports. 

-As Pastor Garry shared, offerings are down. The end of October and so far into 

November there is a significant drop.  
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-Rick provided a spreadsheet on monthly designations which included the new 

distribution process for the monthly tithe. This information was based on Dorothy’s 

spreadsheet that she had emailed to the LB group for review. Rick stated that it is a 

work in progress, and we will probably modify as we go.  

-At the December LB meeting, we will discuss 2021 increases for our mission 

families. Pastor Garry shared that once the Paiges are back in the states and have 

more details on their Spain plans, they will give a presentation to the LB. Karen 

commented now is the time to be wise with finances. Jennie Brogden agreed.  

-Rick shared the preschool’s budget for 2021 which was budgeted as strategically as 

possible under the current pandemic conditions. 

-As discussed several months ago, the church will need to decide whether to offer the 

Financial Peace University resources by Dave Ramsey. The church would pay 

$2500.00 to offer up to 100 participates/families the ability to take the class online for 

up to a year. Promotional products are included in the cost. John suggested to launch 

the resources with the new year as that lines up with new year resolutions. 

-Chris, Donna and Rick are currently working on the application for PPP Loan 

Forgiveness, once completed it will be submitted.    

 

November Tithe $2008.00 

-Two needs were recently shared with the church from COFM and 3E. The LB 

agreed to split the tithe between the two. 

-Michael asked if Pastor Marie Allen is still involved in 3E.  Pastor Garry shared that 

we are not currently supporting any families through 3E and he is not sure if Pastor 

Marie is still connected to 3E.     

 

5. Old Business  

-Three applications will be submitted for the LB open positions. One additional person 

is still needed on LB and two are needed for the Trustee Committee.  

-Dorothy asked if care calls had been made and asked that additional names be 

requested.  Donna will email these to the LB. Jennie and Claude offered to make 

phone calls.  

 

6. New Business 

-No changes were issued by the Bishop since churches were excluded in the 

Governor’s recent limit of only 25 people in gatherings. 

-Concerning connecting with the congregation, Eric is putting together a list of small 

groups. Donna and Karen mentioned the app that the small groups use to submit 

attendance and share what studies they are currently teaching. Eric will look at the 

app and come up with a plan to share small group opportunities with the 

congregation. Jennie shared that most do not know what opportunities are available 

and a snapshot should be shared with the congregation. For example, youth group, 

small groups, etc. Claude shared that the 8:45am Sunday School is still being offered 

virtually and is well attended.      
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-Dorothy mentioned a committee is meeting to organize a plan to communicate the 

upcoming changes to the Methodist denomination to the congregation. If anyone 

would be interested, they can join in.  

-It was shared that the LB slide shown before the Sunday morning church service is 
not visible for those streaming the service.  

7. Adjourn for SPR Meeting 
 

8. Next LB meeting is December 15, 2020  


